Performance of rapid antimicrobial susceptibility testing by disk diffusion on MHR-SIR agar directly on urine specimens.
The standard method for the diagnosis of urinary tract infections is urine culture that requires 18-48 h for the identification of the bacteria and an additional 24 h until the results of antimicrobial susceptibility testing (AST) are available. We evaluated here a rapid AST method by disc diffusion performed directly on urine samples with a delay of 8 h. A total of 245 urine samples with monobacterial Gram negative observed on microscopy were tested in parallel by two AST methods. Rapid AST method was performed directly on urine samples using Rapid Mueller-Hinton (MHR-SIR) with 8-h incubation before reading and standard method was performed as usual. We compared the categorical agreement and the correlation between the diameters obtained by standard method and by MHR-SIR directly on urine samples. Over the 5285 tested combinations, we observed 5172 (97.9%) categorical agreement, 82 (1.5%) minor errors, 17 (0.3%) major errors, and 14 (0.3%) very major errors. Our results showed an excellent categorical agreement and correlations between diameters for MHR-SIR and standard methods. MHR-SIR performed directly on urine samples with monomicrobial Enterobacteriacae can predict the result of overall AST profile in 8 h with reliable results. The main advantage of MHR-SIR is that it offers the possibility of obtaining results 40 h earlier than conventional AST. The cost is estimated for less than 6 USD for 16 antibiotics, chosen by the microbiologist.